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THE GROCERY LIST
• Hopping on the cannabis compound bandwagon, KROGER will 
sell CBD products in nearly 1,000 stores in 17 states. The  
herbal-infused products will only include beauty and skincare  
products, as the FDA places stricter regulations on food with CBD.
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IT’S A WALMART WORLD

THE AGE OF AMAZON
NO THANKS TO POSTMATES 
Amazon’s restaurant food delivery service has shuttered. The four-year-old program debuted in Seattle and 
expanded to over 20 cities. The e-tailer is simultaneously ceasing it’ workplace lunch service, Daily Dish.

• The dog days are far from 
over at Walmart! The big box 
retailer, which currently  
operates 21 veterinary  
clinics across six states, plans to 
have 100 in-store vets within 
12 months. Walmart will also 
open an online pet pharmacy, 
WalmartPetRx, to rival major 
pet care player Chewy.com. 

CARD REWARDS
The e-commerce giant wants to help 
you boost your credit score (for more 
Prime purchases). Amazon has launched 
Amazon Credit Builder in partnership 
with Synchrony Bank. The tool offers 
Prime members 5% back on purchases, 
equal pay installments and an opportunity 
to build their FICO ratings. But buyer 
beware... the interest rate is almost 30%  
if balances aren’t paid in full.

• PUBLIX is the latest major 
grocery store to integrate 
mobile pay into their mobile 
app. The new payment method 
is being rolled out gradually and 
will allow customers to access 
their credit cards, debit cards, 
coupons and shopping lists on 
one interface. 

• Sit, shake, stop & shop! STOP & SHOP is partnering with 
air-conditioned doghouse company, DogSpot, to pilot doghouses 
in New York. As the pet industry grows, the grocer is  
accommodating the trend, and may implement the pup palaces 
in more Northeast locations. 

THE FUTURE IS NOW
Amazon has announced a new 
drone design will begin  
delivering packages within months. 
The new drone, unveiled at a 
recent robotics conference, can 
fly for up to 15 miles and carry 
packages up to five pounds. 

• Through a partnership with 
several delivery services, 
Walmart is now offering 
unlimited grocery delivery for 
only $98 annually, lower than its 
competitors Target and  
Amazon. Including a 15-day 
free trial, customers can place 
orders online or via mobile 
app, choose their delivery time 
window and check out. 

• Knock-knock…it’s Walmart! Walmart has launched a delivery 
program in which a Walmart employee geared with a camera  
will deliver goods straight to the customer’s refrigerator. The  
service will launch in the fall in Pittsburgh, Kansas City and  
Vero Beach.

• SCHNUCK’S Markets has expanded their curbside pickup 
program to 30 total stores! The program has been available via 
a partnership with Instacart. 

IT’S YOU, NOT ME
FedEx has made an “Ex” out 
of Amazon. The shipping 
company cut ties with  
Amazon in late June to  
“focus on serving the  
broader e-commerce  
market.” This breakup comes 
after months of analysts’ 
warnings that Amazon Air is 
a threat to UPS and FedEx.



TELL US HOW HTEAO 
GOT STARTED.  
The concept was founded in 
2009 when the owner, who 
also runs a regional burger 
joint, decided to start selling 
his flavored teas in a separate 
storefront attached to the 
restaurant. The addition was 
highly profitable, so we started 
building new stores.
 
WHAT LED HTEAO TO 
START FRANCHISING?  
We knew we wanted to scale 
the business, and we were 

either going to do that through 
private equity or franchising. 
We tested the franchise model 
by purchasing three Dickey’s  
Barbecue Pits. We liked the 
model and started selling 
HTeaO agreements last April.

HOW MANY  
FRANCHISES HAVE  
YOU SOLD? 
We currently have around 80 
signed franchise agreements 
and anticipate having over 100 
by the end of this year. Some 
will be single store operators 

and others will be multiple 
store agreements. Our latest 
opening is in Lakeland, Florida.
 
DESCRIBE YOUR IDEAL 
SITE FOR HTEAO.  
Right now we’re looking 
exclusively for freestanding 
opportunities in grocery store 
anchored shopping centers or 
convenience strip centers. We 
prefer mid-to-upper income 
demographics with a daily 
vehicle count of at least 25,000 
cars. The ideal size is between 
1,800 and 3,000 square feet 

and we have to have a  
drive-through. 

WOULD YOU  
CONSIDER YOURSELF A  
COMPETITOR TO  
MAJOR CHAINS LIKE 
STARBUCKS?  
We aren’t a Starbucks  
competitor although they 
might feel differently. We don’t 
sell any coffee products and 
we don’t have indoor  
seating. In fact, we like to be 
near major national players like 
Starbucks.

*Interview has been condensed
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RETAILER REMARKSRETAILER REMARKS
Last month our Emerging Trends team discovered a “refreshing” new concept emerging out of Amarillo, Texas! 
HTeaO currently has 4 open locations in Texas, but recently began franchising locations and has big expansion 
plans. The team was able to connect with Brad Williamson, Vice President of Real Estate Development, to learn 

more about the concept and how HTeaO might be a fit for Phillips Edison’s portfolio.

HTEAO
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BIG BOX BREAKDOWN

INNOVATION IS ON THE MENU
•  TGI Fridays wants you to enjoy your 
visit and not worry about the drive. The  
restaurant has partnered with Uber  
Vouchers to pay for customers’ rides to 
and from dinner. This is a big  
opportunity for alcohol sales, which yield 
a much higher profit than food purchases. 

•  Pizza Night just got easier! Domino’s 
has teamed up with robotics company 
Nuro to test autonomous vehicle delivery 
in Texas. The move is intended to give 
store operators and delivery drivers 
more options during peak delivery times. 

BRING ON THE LOCKERS
Stein Mart is joining the likes 
of competitor Kohl’s in sharing 
space with Amazon lockers. The 
department store will add  
lockers to almost 200 stores 
across 30 states. The hope is 
that Prime customers will spend 
some time and money in the 
stores when they come to 
retrieve their packages. 

VIRTUAL MAKEUP
Big box beauty giant, Ulta, has unveiled several new techy features 
to allow customers to use Augmented Reality and Artificial  
Intelligence to look their best. GlamLab, a phone application, will 
allow customers to see how different products look on them.  
Ulta has also introduced a virtual skincare advisor to allow  
employees to pitch products in-store.

•  Taco-bout a vacation! Taco Bell is  
opening a limited time hotel and resort 
in Palm Springs, California. Reservations 
opened in June, and the resort officially 
opens in August. If you’re a fan of  
commitment (to both tacos and love), 
customers can even get married with 
Taco Bell-themed nuptials.

ALL BETS ON PETS
Petco has opened an upscale 
pet food kitchen in Manhattan 
offering signature recipes free 
of artificial color, flavors and 
preservatives. The concept is 
likely to expand to other major 
markets on the East. 



RETAILERS

RISEon
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CRUMBL COOKIES   •   Based in Orem, UT
Carry-out and delivery cookies
29 current locations   •   12-month plan: 80 units

DOGTOPIA   •   Based in Phoenix, AZ
Dog daycare and grooming   •   93 current locations   •   12-month plan: 50 units

THE DOG STOP   •   Based in Pittsburgh, PA 
Pet supplies   •   21 current locations
12-month plan: 40 units

HOOTERS   •   Based in Atlanta, GA 
Full-service bar and restaurant
430 current locations   •   12-month plan: 14 units

850C Bakery Cafe   •  Based in Brea, CA
Bakery and cafe   •   58 current locations   •   12-month plan: 15 units

BAHAMA BUCKS   •   Based in Lubbock, TX   
Shaved ice concept 
115 current locations   •   12-month plan: 7 units

BADCOCK FURNITURE
Based in Mulberry, FL   •   Furniture
350 current locations   •   12-month plan: 18 units

SHERWIN WILLIAMS   •   Based in Cleveland, OH 
Paint and home improvement
4,000 current locations   •   12-month plan: 90 units

ULTA BEAUTY  •  Based in Bolingbrook, IL  •  Beauty and fragrance   
1,163 current locations    •    12-month plan: 80 units

JUNE 
PORTFOLIO 

REVIEW!


